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Munich to Munich Group Tour by Coach 
Tour Programme – 10 Days / 09 Nights Tour Code: TRAVURS MUN -MUN 10D 

Destinations covered: Munich, Innsbruck, Wattens, Salzburg, Zell Am See, Vienna, Bratislava, Budapest, 
Brno, Prague, Munich 

Departure Dates: 2024 

April 2024 May 2024 June 2024 July 2024 Aug 2024 Sep 2024 Oct 2024 

30 08, 15, 23 12, 20 08, 23 11 15 5 
 
 
Munich- Munich the cosmopolitan city with a big heart, is a city full of art, culture and joie de vivre. It is the 
capital of Bavaria and the capital of beer and European art. Munich – that is the Royal Residence and the 
Hofbräuhaus, Nymphenburg and Schwabing, a city of princes elector and citizens, a city of immigrant 
workers and students, a city of conference members and tourists. 

Innsbruck- Innsbruck is located at the Inn river and this is also what the emblem of the city illustrates. “Bruck” 
comes from the German word “Brücke”, which means bridge, that is to say the “bridge over the Inn river”. Its 
beneficial location and the possibility to cross the Alps has already been appreciated by Romans, who built 
the important commercial road Verona-Brennero-Augsburg in the 4th century. Nowadays Innsbruck is the 
fifth largest city of Austria and features about 130,000 inhabitants. The city is surrounded by the Karwendel 
mountain chain in the north and the Patscherkofel mountain in the south. 

Salzburg- Salzburgthe birthplace of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, is dominated by churches, castles and 
palaces. Its picturesque old town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Hohensalzburg Fortress, the landmark 
of Salzburg, is Central Europe’s largest intact fortress and offers fantastic views of the city. Visit the Princely 
Residence, a magnificent early baroque edifice with splendid halls and a gallery featuring European paintings 
dating between the 16th and 19th century. The nearby vast Salzburg Dom is without doubt the main attraction 
of the old town. Inside there is the Romanesque font where Mozart was baptized. 

Vienna, also described as Europe's cultural capital, is a metropolis with unique charm, vibrancy and flair. It 
boasts outstanding infrastructure, is Clean and safe, and has all the inspiration that you COU/d Wish for in 
order to discover this wonderful part of Europe. Vienna is a dream city for anyone with a romantic streak or 
an interest in history. 

Bratislava- The Capital of the Slovak Republic BRATISLAVA, also referred to as the Beauty on the Danube 
can not only boast interesting history but it also is the centre of the most dynamically developing region of 
central Europe at present Bratislava is a small historical city, but largest in Slovakia and a youngest european 
metropolis. Enjoy the shopping, dining and natural wonders Bratislava has to offer as a reemerging sparkler 
of history, culture, business and recreation. 
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Budapest- A city in a stunning natural setting with a rich architectural and historical heritage, offering an 
unmatched combination of culture, fine cuisine and thermal baths. A city on either side of the majestic 
Danube: Buda, with its romantic streets and alleyways, and Pest, an effervescent cultural centre. Divided in 
two by the Danube, the city is made up of Buda on one Side: With Ottoman-era thermal baths at the foot Of 
the spectacular Gel/ért Hill, the royal palace and Matthias Church, it radiates calm and peace. One the other 
side lies Pest, vibrant and lively, with its slew of museums rich in cultural and historical treasures, 
extraordinary Secessionist architecture, its majestic Parliament building considered as one of the most 
magnificent in the world, Saint Stephen's Basilica surrounded by pedestrian streets, and its entirely renovated 
Jewish Quarter and Palace District. 

Prague- The Czech Republic's largest city, and also its capital, Prague strategically hugs the Vltava River 
and has always played an important part in central Europe's politics, culture and economy. The beautiful and 
picturesque Charles Bridge straddles the river banks, famous for its classic monuments as it is for the 
breathtaking views it offers of the city. Prague's rich Jewish history can be experienced in the city's Jewish 
Museum, the Jewish Quarter with the Old-New Synagogue and the haunting Jewish cemetery dating back 
1000 years. Prague offers visitors interesting ways to discover its culinary delights, from beer and brewery 
tours to lunch in world famous beer gardens. 

Detailed Itinerary 
 
Day 1 
 
Munich (Germany) (Packed Dinner) 

Arrive at Airport & transfer to hotel by your own arrangement. The rest of day is at leisure so that you can 
relax after your long-haul flight 

Please note: The Tour Manager will catch up with you as soon as you arrive at the hotel. The check-in time 
is 1500 hrs. 

Day 2 

Munich (Germany) – Innsbruck (Austria) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Innsbruck (Austria) After Breakfast, Check out and proceed to Innsbruck. Arrival at Wattens to take the vision 
of the noteworthy collection of world famous Crystals in Swarovski museum. You will also get surprised to 
see 'Chetak' the favorite horse of Maharaja Rana Pratap of Rajasthan- ornamented with Swarovski's 
Gemstone Jewels. You will be provided with your time to shop for jewelry and other souvenirs for your friends 
and relatives as a symbol of love and remembrance of this exotic place. On arrival Innsbruck City, we will do 
Orientation tour of Innsbruck, where on entrance you will enjoy direction tour which will cover the Golden 
Dachl –Maria Theresa square, Imperial Palace, Trasmopolino Olympic ski jump, the Golden Roof, Imperial 
Palace, River Inns, Royal Church etc. Later we will have dinner at Indian restaurant and proceed for Check-
into the hotel. 
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Day 3 

Innsbruck – Salzburg- Vienna (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Vienna (Austria) After Breakfast, . Check out and proceed to Vienna via Salzburg. On arrival Salzburg 
Orientation Salzburg city tour to view St.Peter's Abbey- St Peter's Abbey, or St Peter's Arch abbey, is a 
Benedictine monastery and former cathedral in the Austrian city of Salzburg. and Red Bull Arena. Visit 
Salzburg Cathedral- Salzburg Cathedral is the seventeenth-century Baroque cathedral of the Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Salzburg in the city of Salzburg, Austria, dedicated to Saint Rupert and Saint Vergilius and 
enjoy free time at Residenzplatz- Residenzplatz is a large, stately square in the historic centre of Salzburg in 
Austria.Mozartplatz- This large courtyard is best known for its memorial statue of composer Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart. Later we will have dinner at Indian restaurant and proceed for Check-into the hotel. 

Day 4 

Vienna (Austria) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Following breakfast, we'll go on to a narrated panoramic city tour of Vienna. While traveling along the Ring 
Boulevard, we pass the State Opera House, the Parliament, City Hall, and Burgtheater. We also stop for 
photos at the Belvedere Palace, which served as Prince Eugene's former summer home, and the Hofburg, 
which served as the Habsburg family's former winter palace. Our final trip to Schonbrunn Palace (Excluding 
tickets). We will drop you off at Vienna Boulevard and the most well-known shopping area, Ringstrasse, 
where you can spend some time at your leisure and explore on your own when the Schonbrunn tour is over. 
Later we will have dinner at Indian restaurant and proceed for Check-into the hotel. 

Day 5 

Vienna – Bratislava (Slovakia) – Budapest (Hungary) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Check out and get on the coach going through Bratislava to Budapest. We depart this morning for the 
Slovakian Republic, stopping at the capital city of Bratislava, which is home to ancient artifacts and 
monuments going back to the early Stone Age. Both ancient and modern, Bratislava has endured rule by the 
Celts, Romans, Kingdom of Hungary, Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the Soviet Union. Yet it is one of 
Europe's newest capitals.We travel on into Hungary until we reach Budapest, where you have dinner at an 
Indian eatery. You'll later check into your hotel in the Budapest Region. 

Day 6 

Budapest (Breakfast, Dinner) 

After breakfast, continue on a guided Orientation city tour of Budapest that includes stops at the Liberty 
Bridge, the Hungarian Parliament Building, and Buda Castle, which can only be seen from the outside. Visit 
the Hosok Tere, one of Budapest's major squares, the St. Stephen's Basilica, the Hungarian Champs-
Élysées, and Váci Street, possibly the most famous street in the city. Danube Promenade: Budapest, 
Hungary's Danube Promenade is situated on the Pest side of the city. From the Széchenyi Chain Bridge to 
the Erzsébet Bridge, this promenade runs along the Danube riverbank, you will have some free time. Later 
we will have dinner at Indian restaurant. 
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Day 7 

Budapest – Brno - Prague (Czech Republic) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Check out and get on the bus to Prague, Czech Republic's capital. Will visit Brno while in Prague, a city that 
combines a strong history with modernism and innovation. The capital of Moravia is not only a great site to 
visit but also a city with many universities, a business center, and great neighborhoods. There are galleries, 
museums, cafés, clubs, and festivals in this city. You will be dropped off in the city's center so you may go 
exploring on your own. then travel to Prague. the hotel check-in process. A meal in an Indian restaurant. 

Day 8 

Prague (Breakfast, Dinner) 

After Breakfast, proceed for a guided Orientation city tour of Prague to St. Vitus Cathedral, Charles Bridge, 
St. Nicholas church, National Museum,State Opera,and Wenceslas Square with its statue of St. Wenceslas, 
Dancing House & most famous Prague Castle (entrance ticket not included). Later enjoy a cruise at Vltava 
River. Balance day is free at leisure to explore the city on your own. A meal in an Indian restaurant. 

Day 9 

Prague –Munich (Germany) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Check out and go on the bus to Munich, the capital of Bavaria. Orientation City Tour of Munich will be 
conducted upon arrival. We begin by going to Marienplatz, which is where Munich's gorgeous city hall and 
renowned glockenspiel are located. Following that, you may drive through the exquisite Maximilianstrasse 
and browse the upscale stores before exploring the Viktualienmarkt market area with its authentic food 
vendors. Continue through one of the most picturesque neighborhoods in the city, passing through the 
Schwabing neighborhood with its vibrant boutiques, cafes, and ateliers, and take in the view of Olympia Park 
and its distinctive architecture. After that, stop for a quick photo opportunity at the magnificent, expansive 
grounds of Nymphenburg Palace, the baroque summer seat of the Bavarian rulers. We will visit BMW Welt- 
BMW Welt is the company's experience and automobile collection centre. It features fascinating, futuristic 
architecture and hosts a wide range of exhibitions and events. One unique area is the section dedicated to 
the personalized handover of models of the BMW brand as well as the BMW Group and its other brands MINI 
and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, each with their own world of experience. Later, proceed to hotel. Check-in to 
the hotel. A meal in an Indian restaurant. 

Day 10 

Munich Departure (Breakfast) 

Breakfast. Take a taxi (on your own) to the Airport. 
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Package Inclusions: 

• Hotel accommodation 3 star and 4 star in outskirts or airport area 
 02 Nights of lodging in Munich 
 01 Nights of lodging in Innsbruck 
 02 Nights of lodging in Vienna 
 02 Nights of lodging in Budapest 
 02 Nights of lodging in Prague 

• Coach transfer throughout the tour except on the first day & last day for Airport Arrival Departure 
• Orientation Guided Tour of Vienna, Budapest, Prague 
• Orientation tour of Salzburg , Innsbruck & Bratislava, Brno & Munich 
• Wattens: Swarovski Museum World 
• Prague: Cruise at Vltava River 
• Munich: BMW Welt 
• Breakfast served in accordance with Hotel policy 
• Dinner is served in an Indian restaurant and is both vegetarian and non-vegetarian 
• Throughout the tour, a Hindi and English-speaking tour manager will be in charge 

Package Exclusions: 

• Air Tickets. 
• Visa and Insurance 
• Extra charges/expenses of personal nature like laundry, mineral water/drinks, telephone or any 

other charges/ expenses not mentioned in Inclusions Optional Tours 
• Transfers on the first day & last day for Airport Arrival Departure 
• Mandatory tips of Euro 3 per person per day for Coach Drivers, Guides etc 

 
TOURS PRICE: T&C Apply* 
All Rates are in Euro’s 

Adult Cost on Twin / Double / Triple € 1399 
Single Supplement € 599 
Child with Bed (3 - 11Years) € 1149 
Child without Bed (3 - 11Years) € 699 
Infant (0 - 2 Years) No seat in coach € 299 

 
OPTIONAL TOURS/ ONLY ADVANCED BOOKING: T&C Apply* 
 

Entrance Ticket to Schönbrunn Palace- Imperial Tour € 30 
Prague Castle – Basic circuit € 15 

 

 


